
CAN WOMEN BE IN COMBAT 

ROLES ?  

I WANT TO ASK A QUESTION ABOUT: 

“ONE PRIME MINISTER IS LADY ,ONE 

PRESIDENT IS LADY ,ONE GIRL FIRST CLIMED 

MT. EVEREST , ARE WOMEN INCAPBLE OF 

DOING THE THING THAT MEN DO ,OR ARE 

SUPPRESSED???” 

“In a transformational move, the Indian Army is 

all set to open up combat positions for women, 

a gender barrier broken by only a few countries 

globally”. .. This the new headline that make me 

happy about India Being a gender equal country. 

Women are capable of doing whatever they want 

but the problem is only the narrow mindness of 

Indians. India should be capable of making the 

country safe for women to roam around at 3 am in 



areas. Very few countries including Germany, 

Australia, Canada, the US, Britain, Denmark, 

Finland, France , Norway, Sweden and Israel 

have allowed women in combat roles.  

 

The roles of military police include policing the 

cantonments and army establishments, prevent 

breach of rules and regulations by soldiers, 

maintaining movement of soldiers as well as 

logistics during peace and war, handling 

prisoners of war and extending aid to civil 

police whenever required. The 19-year-old 

Army private replied. these are the examples of 

daring women in world .If you let women fly she 

will surely bring the best fortunes in your 

country The era of debate and indecision on 

this subject is over, and the time has now come 

to prepare and plan adroitly for the enlarged 

role of women officers in our gallant forces. I 



am sanguine that given a fair chance and level 

playing field women of India will script a golden 

chapter of valour and devotion to the forces 

and set an example for many to emulate.  

SALUTES TO THOSE WHO ARE FIGHTING FOR 

US WHILE WE ARE SLEEPING, WOMEN CAN DO 

AND ME AS A WOMEN WILL NEVER LET THE 

DIGNITY OF WOMEN. 

 
 

 

 

  

 


